




Dear Reader,

    The future is upon us. The moment is upon us. The Earth The Sky The Stars The Dawn The Day 
The Dusk is  upon us.  And we are all  constantly collecting memories – it's  relentless this  time 
business, but necessary. Necessary to progress, to move on, to alter, to adapt, to adjust, to discover.  
This progression is commonly refereed to as Time. It seems to me that Time is responsible for an 
awful lot. Ray Cummings in the past of 1922 said of Time that it is '...what keeps everything from 
happening at  once.'  If there was no concept of time we would constantly be in the present,  as 
everything that has ever happened and everything that is about to happen is happening right now. 
You could argue against this and suggest that we could also be constantly in the past or in the future. 
Or you could even go as far as saying Time doesn't exist in this moment because the 'moment'  
doesn't exist. A 'moment' is it's own individual existence that is counted. If everything was to be 
'...happening at once' as Cummings rightfully opposes then nothing would have it's own individual 
existence, it would just be a chaotic mass of now with no identity and no measurement.
    This is all codswollop of course, because you and I, like Cummings, know that Time does exist, 
and that it can be moved back and forth – from past to future– and sustained and acted on – the 
present. Newton refereed to Time as like a 'film strip' in the way that it can be moved and different  
time frames, like the frames of a film strip, can be accessed. This also suggests that Time Travel is  
possible. And why not? What's not possible isn't even thinkable anyway. The concept of Time in the 
first place makes it possible. I like the idea that Time can create new possibilities just by being an 
existence of its own. How powerful a measurement to be able to create or destroy something! – a  
hope, a dream, an ambition, a lust, a love, a hate. Time can record these sensations by placing them 
in some order, giving them a place in the ongoing progression of life, a home if you will, where 
these things can be stored and always found whether forwards, backwards or stationary in Time. 
Artistic creation such as writing, and more specifically,  poetry,  can record these sensations in a 
measurement of its own. Let's call this measurement Passion. Passion has a (time)line of its own 
and can equally create and destroy what's important. My current Passion is sitting here at my desk 
writing out  this  introduction to  an issue that  has  invited others  to  contribute their  moments  of 
Passion,  in  an  attempt  to  discover  and  re-discover  The  New  –  a  moment  of  enlightenment,  
discovery, realisation, recognition and perception. A future Passion of mine will be to place this 
issue into your hands and hope that you can find some sort of enlightenment of your own from 
reading of the Passion of others.
    These  poems  within  this  digital  script  (an  adjustment  in  itself  to  meet  the  advances  and 
advantages of the ever shifting frame of technology and the ease of modern consumerism) are just 
that – adjustments to the movement of time – declarations and acknowledgements of what lies 
ahead of us too, in all natural, conversational, philosophical and personal forms. And all for us to 
devour them, digest them and move on.

Yours, and constantly growing older,
Richard Thomas – Editor



 D E B O R A H   L .   M A T T I L A

Justifying The End 

Vine and tiny moss
leaf smolder, glowing embers
pulse and leap to flame.

As flurries of light
scale twiggy ladders and loose
fibrous bark, smoke curls. 

Ash particles swirl
like ignited confetti
flush with fevered air.

Candescent, woody 
tapers sizzle and hisspop
night’s radiant dirge.

In time, charred silence
lures oak toad and lizard from
huddled mouse and shrew. 

Chamise buds rise, seed
falls to virgin ash, saplings 
take root – beginnings.



M I C H A E L   H .   B R O W N S T E I N

The First rainbow of Winter

The rainbow a filibuster of string,
an ancient kora, a dozen lutes,
one harp made with warped wood and goat gut.

When the rains come, droplets of light and colour
flow into prisms over rock lined mesas,
black cloud waters of New Mexico,
pueblos of intolerance,

the light in the distance red and red,
shade within shade, everything
all right with the landfill.
Please, take your place in line.
There is enough rainbow for everyone.



A M I T R A J I T   R A A J A N

“Solvitur Ambulando” Augustine

Kierkegaard said that
walking made him think.

The amount of times that
I've walked from The Plains
of Totnes town to the

Dartington Hall gardens
& back again to The Plains
of Totnes town to the

detriment of my Doc Martens
I've managed to think
of nothing on nothing.



B R A N D I L E A   W I L L O U G H B Y

My Himalayan Salt Lamp

Apricot-shaded, luminescent comfort.
Bought for forty at the Wooly Worm Festival.
Flecked and fissured, crushed under pressure.
Soft, salient, salt lamp.



S E T H   T Y L E R   C O P E L A N D

old love

idle i am
sipping
my
chamomile
in deep
space
as time
deft
ly draws
the
nightgown
tighter&tighter
around your wilting waist

Danse Japonaise

vague lantern
shine
ethereal jasmine tea

humility smile
pantomime
of

courtship
and kink
hidden artful smut

light dim enough
to fool me
into

taking her
for a ghost and
not

a
perfect
porcelain corpse



B R U C E   M C R A E

Who Owns The Past?

The very moment Saturday
became Sunday; if memory
serves me correctly.

I was working from home,
poppet, noon to midnight,
unfortunate hours.
I was looking forward
to looking back
on a wonderful career.
Building a future.

I recall how it all came together.
The exact minute 1963
turned into 1964.
And I want it back, petal,
the time wished away,
the lovers’ squandered nights.
To step out of, and away
from, the divine pattern.

This is what divides
a man from animals,
the ability to plan,
to manifest regret.
‘Who owns the past?’
can only be asked
from a momentous future.

But now is now, a series 
of ‘whens’ ending in the present.
Never’s metaphor.



N Equals N

According to the emperor’s new 
physics zero possibly doesn’t 
exist and God may or may not be
reduced to a short-lived particle.

A thing is, and a thing isn’t.
Very real. And completely fabricated.

On the blackboard is a formula
only the devil might solve –
he who resides beneath a decimal.
And the physicist, naked as a bone,
rubbing his imponderable chin,
tapping a mental pencil
against his graying temple –
because X matters.



C H A N G M I N G   Y U A N

Nuwa’s Dilemma
 
Back from her 3 day celestial tour
(each second amounting to a century on earth)
Nuwa was abhorred to find
How the human world she had created was evolving:
While the human kind had grown
Rampantly in numbers
And in numbers only
It kept degrading inside
Into grotesque beasts
Lower than deformed insects.
 
Seeing how well the World of Gods
And the World of Dead were both doing
Nuwa began to feel
Confused, confounded:
Of all her equally whimsical creations
Why the World of Humans alone
Was developing so loathsomely?
 
From that moment on she has been hesitating:
Should she destroy the entire human world
And recreate the race, or just let them decide
Upon their own fate?



N E L S   H A N S O N

The Rescued Song

When the fatal isle was finally
well abaft our hoarse captain 
slumped exhausted, bound tight
to the cedar mast. With caution 
I took the tallow from one ear 
and heard the unsinging waves 
then signalled all was safe. We untied 
Odysseus and laid a goatskin 
under his head. He slept smiling 
and when he woke and eagerly 
we asked what song the lovely 
women sang he leapt up running
down the deck to throw himself 
from the stern before we caught
legs and arms and held him pinned 
as he fought, then tired and slept 
again. Toward evening the hero 
who built The Horse at Troy and dared 
the Other World and held his mother’s 
shade opened gray eyes. Like a stranger 
shipwrecked and washed on rocky 
shore he studied our staring faces
one then another and another until
with anxious despair he clamped
his lids to dive into an ebbing tide 
and trust the combers’ dark undertow
to rescue the endless day and golden
spun nectar of their intricate song.



Screenplay

Balmy breezes blow, awakened 
robins sing in swaying palms shiny
from the night’s warm rain. “Blue Skies” 

drifts across the yellow sand toward 
blue breakers, through open French doors 
and blowing gauze of the summer house. 

A gorgeous woman in white cotton
steps onto the terrace, into the soft 
westerly where no one screams or raises 

an axe or .38 and people die old 
and satisfied, peacefully dropping 
golden leaves at the end of a long 

Indian Summer in the warm wind 
rustling her reddish-brown hair—
But it’s early spring, the battle-scarred 

detective recalls, smoggy Fresno 
lies inland and far from heaven, 
if there is a heaven, a refuge for private

dicks weary of constant war. Now days 
the violent sprawling burg steals 
scenes from Hieronymus Bosch or Dante’s 

Dis, the Infernal City, not autumn on 
Catalina or the Isle of the Blessed. Bogie’s
look-alike blinks and Bacall’s twin 

vanishes, a trick of the blonde light, 
like a wish dissolving, like your elbow’s 
memory of hitting your funny bone.



The Heaven of Bees

Now let the patient drone dispense

With his gratuitous wings,

Lie down at last with the Virgin Queen

In the empty hive full of honey.

Under the new stars

The flown workers grow drowsy

On gold nectar that finally

Belongs to them alone. They fall asleep

Across the yellow faces of Shasta daisies

As the blue night deepens

And a humming starts, not the buzzing

Of bees but the dreams of bees

In love with endless sloth. The white

Moon is the night’s sun, the silver

River honey flowing

In a slow torrent to a vast sea

Sweet enough to satisfy

The last hankering for sugar.

Now the stars begin to swarm

And the Earth itself becomes the flower.



V I C T O R  C H U R C H

'So there! Some
Say wunderkind,
Some
Say perfect fool,
But most don’t give a damn, of course.
I laugh, for I’m
Both
Genius and
Lunatic.' - Berachtung

By Richard Thomas

    Victor Church first came to my awareness in the early Spring of 2011 when he first submitted his  
poetry to a then static version of Symmetry Pebbles. I found myself instantly caught up in the grit  
and stark of Victor's poetic voice, his savage descriptions and heavy placement of words and form. 
His poetry comes in vigorous, stabbing emphasis and believes in itself from start to finish. In his 
poem 'Betrachtung' (Symmetry Pebbles, 05/03/11) Victor starts with the power of the phrase 'So 
there!' and goes on to debating who he is and what he is worth before ending with the equally 
powerful  statement  of  'pissing/Gainst  the  wall.'  The  subject  of  this  poem  –  uncertainty  –  is  
undeniably ironic to the conviction of Victor's talent in writing ground breaking and bold poetry. It  
is for these reasons that I felt eager to publicize Victor and his work further. 
    Originally from Argyll,  Scotland, Victor has traveled and lived in London, Shetland, Spain, 
France and South Africa. Whilst in France he was offered a post to teach English at the same school 
war poet Wilfred Owen taught at fifty years prior, at the same age of twenty. During all this time, no 
doubt picking up multiple tongues and tasting the cultures of many, Victor has worked backstage for 
The  Royal  Shakespeare  Company,  administrating  for  actor  Eric  Porter  and  later  for  the  Civil 
Service amongst countless other jobs. Victor has written and acted from an early age, having earned 
a scholarship to Shakespeare's School. Victor went on to write and direct plays, pick up the KES 
Spanish Prize,  write  a novel,  and write  the verse and prologue for 'The Boys of Shakespeare's 
School in the First World War' (2010). And then it comes to the poetry, of which a small number of  
poems were  published on leaving school,  further  poems were later  broadcast  by the  BBC and 
published in literary journals. It wasn't until 2000 though, having returned from South Africa, that 
Victor has really had an opportunity to focus on poetry, and since has published three collections: 
'Broken Music'  (2006, Vale Press),  'Acid Pearls'  (2007, Vale Press) and 'The Longest Distance' 
(2010, CPI Anthony Rowe).
     Victor displays a rare and raw talent that Symmetry Pebbles favours, and a technical ability (a lot  
of the poems sent my way have been wittingly syllabic) that is second to none.



Victor's poems 'ARE THOU NOT THE CHRIST?' and 'FEASTING' can be read below:

 
A R T   T H O U   N O T   T H E   C H R I S T ?

We abused
Him, mocked and insulted
Him,
Together with
The priests, the elders and the scribes.
‘Art thou not the
Christ?
Then save thyself and us.’
Another

Voice accused,
‘Why dost thou not even
Fear
Our God, knowing
Thou art likewise condemned?  And we
Are damned with cause,
For
We receive our just and
Due reward

For sinful
Deeds: but this man hath not
Sinned
In any way.
O Jesus, please remember us
When thou comest
To
Thy kingdom.’  And Jesus
Answered them:

‘Verily
I say unto thee, that
Thou
Shalt be with me
In Paradise.’  Three hours darkness
Came upon the
Earth.
And from out this void His
Cry escaped.



F E A S T I N G

My
forceps prowl
within her womb, gently sliding out
a foetus, bare and flawed,
aware that it’s my embryo.

And
so I eat
the stillbirth and placenta, after
microwaving each on
high, covered just like Delia.

Self-
cannibal,
fine-dining on his selfishness to
satisfy a hunger
from which self-love has seldom died.

You can find out more about Victor at his website: www.victorchurch.com, you 
can read his poem 'A Visit' in issue 1 of Symmetry Pebbles which can be found in 
the 'Archive' at www.symemtrypebbles.com and you can read three further 
poems at www.symmetrypebbles.wordpress.com/2011/03/05/three-poems-by-
victor-church/

http://www.victorchurch.com/
http://www.symmetrypebbles.wordpress.com/2011/03/05/three-poems-by-victor-church/
http://www.symmetrypebbles.wordpress.com/2011/03/05/three-poems-by-victor-church/
http://www.symemtrypebbles.com/


J A M E S   G .   P L A T T

WINTERish  

Mossy ecru carpet, 
Beneath barren Christmas trees, 

Verdant needles once pulsating, now
Sere       Umber colored 

Silent like
      New Year’s resolutions,

Gray cotton mountains, 
Ebony edges

Filled with 
Humanity’s hopelessness,

And sorrows 
Releasing 

Their misery    

As they scud across THE WORLD’S CHAOS; 

Hopes and dreams,  

Rebirthing for 
 

Spring,
       

Later,   much later 

For now, preparation for a
Tumultuous new year 

    Is in, development!



M I C H A E L   D .   B R O W N

Bitter Winds

Never imagined winter with adjectives
like bitter, cold was simply cold
and bitter was reserved for fruits
I didn’t like except mixed with sugar in my tea.
Old men can be bitter,
and you know some old woman
did not return his love,
his affections under valued,
like winter for those who do not ski.
Some women do not appreciate a strong gust of wind,
ice sickles softening when a warm wind influences the air,
-the honest intentions of a wintered man… 



J I M   G U S T A F A S O N

Call Before Digging

When you dig in to yourself
It is best to take great care
There are lines and cables
Buried just beneath the ground
If they are severed or even nicked
The power can go out
Turning the whole neighbourhood dark
Shutting down lights and televisions
Making reality shows impossible to view
Leaving neighbours asking “Who?”
Only to find out you

From that day on
When you walk the dog
They will point and whisper:

“That’s the one who dug in
Sent us all rummaging 
For flashlights and candles
Left us in the dark
With nothing to do 
But sit and stare
At each other
And raise questions
Better left unasked
Much less answered
There’s the fool with the spade
Who stepped down hard 
And uncovered
What is meant to be left
Buried, uncut, un-spliced, undisturned.” 



Just Once I'd Like to Know

Just once I would like to know 
That "I was lost but now am found" feeling,
Know what it's like
To eat berries, chew roots and lick
Dew drops from the leaves of trees
And fail to make fire with sticks. 

Curl up on the ground
Cover my body in pine boughs 
Sleep with one eye open
Ears cocked and big stick ready
To save myself 
From what might come                    

Then dream I hear voices
Fear I'm hoping too much 
But stay very still
Listen 
To hear once more
My name called

I would jump up
Yell and shout
"Here. Over here"
Keep yelling they would yell
And I would over and over
Until breath exhausted
I could shout no more
 
Then they would step out 
Three of them 
From behind an ancient tree
Wearing Eddie Bauer plaid 
And Glowing orange vests
Appearing as they had been there all along

They would wrap me in blankets
Give me water and energy bars 

As I would cry and give thanks
Knowing at last
How being found feels



G R A H A M   N U N N

The First 30
for Thomas Henry Efrim Nunn

Day 1

nineteen hours, no
end, no relief, then
that kick of ancient
energy turns the instant
into dream; his first
breath exhaled loudly
as life happens to us
all over again

*

Day 5

on this day of leaving
the sun turns up
its yellow dial
and each tree is a soft
spoke in the un-
wheeled sky
stirring each passing
cloud into our awe-
struck mouths

*

Day 7

what happens between
heartbeats is neither life
nor death, but something
ships do, darker and deeper
than the ocean: that instant
where prow hangs and
the world could go
with the next swell
or under



M O R G A N   R I V E R

Postscript To All My Love Affairs

My ribs hug an ugly heart.
Salt-raw and seashell cracked, inside
A little beast
Coated in foul ink,
Poisonous to touch and taste,
Quick and tricksy.
Coarse as its long, bleak bed of sand.

It pounds a monster drumbeat:
Black boots through a slum,
Gloved fist at the window
(The little fascist)
Hooves and hammers,
When I force my head
Under the bathwater.

That palpitating animal
Has been buried alive in the past
And I criss-cross and cross again
The savage ground, eyes closed -
So that I might forget where
It twitches,
Caged between worlds, 
Gibbet prisoner. 



A B O U T   T H E   P O E T S

Deborah L Mattila resides in the Washington DC metro area where she is currently completing an 
MA in Writing with a concentration in poetry at Johns Hopkins University. Her work appears on the 
Maier Museum of Art Ekphrastic Poetry page. 

Michael H. Brownstein has been widely published throughout the small and literary presses. His 
work has appeared in The Café Review, American Letters and Commentary, Skidrow Penthouse, 
Xavier Review, Hotel Amerika, After Hours, Free Lunch, Meridian Anthology of Contemporary 
Poetry, The Pacific Review and others. In addition, he has nine poetry chapbooks including The 
Shooting Gallery (Samidat Press, 1987), Poems from the Body Bag (Ommation Press, 1988), A 
Period of Trees (Snark Press, 2004) and What Stone Is (Fractal Edge Press, 2005), and I Was a 
Teacher Once and Other Philosophies (Ten Page Press, 2011). Brownstein taught elementary school 
in Chicago’s inner city (he is now retired), but he continues to study authentic African instruments 
with his students, conducts grant-writing workshops for educators and the State of Illinois Title 1 
Convention, and records performance and music pieces with grants from the City of Chicago’s 
Department of Cultural Affairs, the Oppenheimer Foundation, BP Leadership Grants, and others.

Amitrajit Raajan, 38, Grew up in east London, without parents from the age of 10. Read 
Philosophy at uni. Dad of 1 child. Currently living in Totnes, UK.

Brandilea Willoughby graduated with a B.A. in English at Eastern Kentucky University’s creative 
writing program in December 2011.  She is currently pursuing certification to teach English abroad. 
She currently lives in the Northwest suburbs of Chicago, Illinois.

Seth Tyler Copeland was born in Lawton, Oklahoma and is currently an undergraduate at Cameron 
University, studying Creative Writing. On campus, he is the recipient of the grand prize in the John 
G. Morris Poetry Contest for 2010 and 2011. His poem "American Picturesque" was recognized at 
the Scissortail Literary Arts Festival in Ada, Oklahoma. Poems of his have appeared or are soon to 
be appearing in the Scissortale Review ("American Picturesque") and Apropos Literary Journal 
("Ingenue"). 

Canadian Bruce McRae has had almost 600 publications in the past 12 years. Originally from 
Niagara Falls, he has moved extensively, living in London for 18 years and currently residing on 
Salt Spring Island, BC. A musician, who has recorded and toured, many of his poems have been 
set to music receiving airplay in the UK, U.S., Canada and Australia. His first collection, The So-
Called Sonnets, published by Silenced Press of Ohio, is available now. www.bpmcrae.com 

Changming YuanC, author of Chansons of a Chinaman and 4-time Pushcart nominee, grew up in 
rural China and published several monographs before moving to North America. Currently Yuan 
teaches in Vancouver and has poetry appearing in Barrow Street, Best Canadian Poetry, 
BestNewPoemsOnline, Cortland Review, Exquisite Corpse, RHINO and elsewhere.

Nels Hanson has worked as a farmer, teacher, and contract writer/ editor. His fiction received the 
San Francisco Foundation's James D. Phelan Award and his stories have appeared in Antioch 
Review, Texas Review, Black Warrior Review, Southeast Review, Montreal Review, and other 
journals. "Now the River's in You," a 2010 story which appeared in Ruminate Magazine, was 
nominated for a Pushcart Prize. 

Victor Church – www.victorchurch.com



James G. Platt earned his B.S. and M.A. from California State Polytechnic University, and his 
doctorate from Brigham Young University. He is a retired professor. James was the featured poet in 
Word Catalyst Magazine in 2009, and Contemporary American Voices in 2010. Long Story Short 
selected one of his poems for the poem of the month in 2011; Phati’tude Literary Magazine in their 
spring 2011 issue featured an interview with him. He has had over 185 poems, and twenty-four 
short stories published, and his début book of poetry is forthcoming next year.

Michael D. Brown, PhD, American, Professor of English at Nanjing Agriculture University, China. 
Award winning author of 16 books, numerous publishing credits, with 6 volumes of poetry: lectures 
Internationally, Provides literary reviews for University Journals. Recipient of the New York State 
Senator, John DE Francisco award for poetry. Published in Ascent, The Christian Educator’s 
journal, The Black Scholar, Communicate, Salt Shaker, The Geronimo Review, and many others.

Jim Gustafson was born in Chicago. He graduated from Florida Southern College with honors in 
philosophy and received his Master of Divinity from Garrett Theological Seminary at Northwestern 
University. Ordained in the United Methodist Church, he has served as a local church pastor, 
conference leader, pastoral counselor and hospice director/educator. For more than thirty years, he 
worked as broadcasting executive and as a management and sales consultant. He is married, has two 
children and three granddaughters. Jim lives in Fort Myers, Florida where he reads, writes, 
contemplates age and pulls weeds.

Graham Nunn is a founding member of Brisbane's longest running poetry event, SpeedPoets. He 
blogs at Another Lost Shark: www.anotherlostshark.com and has published five collections of 
poetry, his most recent, Ocean Hearted (Another Lost Shark Publications, 2010). His debut CD, 
The Stillest Hour, was shortlisted for the Aural Text Award. 

Morgan River is a shambles living in London, is twenty-five and still watches The Trap Door 
without irony. 

http://www.anotherlostshark.com/



